What Our Users Need to Know

The Teaching Essentials you love are now Teaching Resources with even more!

**What this means for you**

- Where you ordered a Teaching Essentials kit now order the Teaching Resources
- Teaching Resources include a Teaching Guide, the Teaching Essentials, which still has reproducible hand-outs and posters, PLUS a Measure What Matters chart and one devotional magazine – Teaching Resources is the complete resource package
- Teaching Resources are still available in print or digital format
- Teaching Resources now come in a colorful box specially designed to display the church resources and the devotional magazine

**Round 2, Adventure Kids, and Explorers now has two options in Teaching Resources and Bundles**

**What this means for you**

- We still offer Teaching Essentials in four individual translations, but we have streamlined the ordering process to two options – the KJV option or the multi-translation option that includes ESV, NKJV, and NIV
- Teen thru adult each have one translation-neutral option for Teaching Resources and Bundles

**Elementary now has two age options**

**What this means for you**

- Discovery Kids product line for 2-3 grades is being absorbed into Adventure Kids and Explorers
- Adventure Kids now covers K-2 grades
- Explorers now covers 3-5 grades
- All other age groups remain the same
- We recommend ordering the product line that aligns with the predominant ages in your class
- Adventure Field Notes (reproducible sheets in the Teaching Resources) provide activity options for younger and older to better accommodate students
- If you combine age groups use the Teaching Resources that align with the majority of your students and order the Devotional magazines for the specific ages of your students

**Fusion Devotional Study Guide is now Fusion Family Magazine**

**What this means for you**

- Continue to order Fusion Family magazines just as you have Fusion Devotional Study Guides
- Fusion Next is still the devotional magazine for adults with grown children and empty-nesters
- Fusion Teaching Resources are the classroom/group leader resources for adults, regardless if they use Fusion Family or Fusion Next magazines at home

**Bundles and 5 Pack options still provide savings on your D6 curriculum order**
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